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the recent thunder attack campaign that leveraged fireeye’s recently announced threatconnect intrusion detection system (ids) suite discovered a new mss dll
successfully loading in the victim machine. mss dlls are microsoft software developed specifically for use in microsoft security essentials, a free anti-virus product

designed to enhance the performance of windows 10, windows 8.1 and windows 2012 r2 systems. ctu researchers identified a threat actor leveraging fireeye’s
recently announced threatconnect intrusion detection system (ids) suite and microsoft’s recently announced windows defender atp to target victims. the victim

machine is attacked by using a third-party malware, usually a dropper. the dropper is installed in the target system, and the malware continuously attempts to install
additional, usually malicious payloads. an mss dll was identified as the payload, which would be downloaded and executed by the compromised antivirus program. ctu
researchers observed examples of threats that utilized this dll structure. the dll payload would be bundled with a dropper, which would execute a third-party malware
in order to transfer the dll to the victim. when the dll was loaded, the victim machine would start executing the binary in kernel mode, without the usual user-mode
system process load. in the observed campaign, most of the malware samples (usually using downloader components) were loaded with the dll, but some were not.

those that were not loaded with the dll were executed in a normal execution flow without the dll.
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